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Abstract. The popular process models for object-oriented software development do not comprise model checking techniques. Model checking tools which take UML class diagrams including OCL as input could facilitate the incorporation of model checking techniques into everyday software engineering workflows.

This paper describes a two-step model checking approach for UML class diagrams including OCL: the class diagrams are first transformed into relational logic. The actual model checking is then performed by existing model checking tools.

1 Introduction

Formal methods and, in particular, model checking technologies are almost exclusively applied during the development of safety critical software systems. They are mainly omitted in the everyday software engineering process [BA08, Som10].

There are a few special tools [GBR07, CCR08, ABGR] for formal reasoning in the context of UML class diagrams [Obj11] and OCL expressions [Obj10], and several established non-object-oriented model checking tools like [Jac92, Hol97].

Manual transformation of UML class diagrams into existing non-object-oriented model checking languages is possible, but often inefficient. The objective of this paper is to present an approach which enables the average object-oriented software developer to efficiently perform model checking on UML class diagrams.

Section 2 briefly describes existing tools which can be directly applied to UML class diagrams. Section 3 explains a strategy for automatic transformation of UML class diagrams into relational logic. The authors of this paper have developed two model checking tools according to this strategy. The final section summarizes the current status of these development efforts.

2 Related Work

Three of the existing UML model checking approaches are directly related to the work in this paper: USE [GBR07], UML2Alloy [ABGR] and FMC [HW12].

USE is a language and an environment for the specification of UML class diagrams with OCL and for the checking of UML object diagrams (snapshots)
against a given specification. Both class and object diagrams have to be manually provided as text data. It is not possible to automatically generate valid instances of a model that fulfill every specified constraint and to iterate over those instances similar to the Alloy Analyzer or Constraint Programming. Furthermore it is not possible to force USE to show counterexamples with respect to a given specification.

UML2Alloy transforms an UML class diagram including a subset of OCL into an Alloy model. The class diagram has to be provided in the form of an XMI file. The tool also provides an external view for showing valid instances for the UML class diagrams as object diagrams [Anab]. Unfortunately the reference manual of UML2Alloy suggests that the produced class diagrams should be specified with one specific outdated version of ArgoUML [Anaa]. UML2Alloy is still in beta state.

[HW12] follow an approach similar to this paper. They transform a class diagram including OCL into the CPL based language Formula. Constraint logic is used for finding valid instances of the class diagram resp. counterexamples for a given assumption.

3 Basic Concepts

This paper’s strategy for automatic transformation of class diagrams into relational logic is mainly based on [BCG05]. The rules have been slightly adapted for relational logic:

- A class \( \text{Class}_1 \) and its instances \( c_0, c_1, \ldots \) are transformed into a unary relation, e.g.
  \[ \text{Class}_1 = \{ (c_0), (c_1), \ldots \} \]

- For every binary association \( \text{asso} \) between \( \text{Class}_1 \) and \( \text{Class}_2 \) the following relational formulae must be valid:
  - type assertion: \( \forall c_1, c_2. ((c_1, c_2) \in \text{asso}) \rightarrow (c_1 \in \text{Class}_1) \land (c_2 \in \text{Class}_2) \)
  - multiplicity: \( \forall c_1, (c_1 \in \text{Class}_1) \rightarrow (\text{lowerBound} \leq \# \{ c_2 | (c_1, c_2) \in \text{association} \} \leq \text{upperBound}) \)

- A class attribute is modeled simply like a binary association but with fixed bounds of 1 for its upper and lower bound

- An abstract class \( \text{AbstractClass} \) and a corresponding generalization of classes \( \text{ConcreteClass}_1 \) and \( \text{ConcreteClass}_2 \) are transformed into the following expression: \( \forall c. (c \in \text{AbstractClass}) \rightarrow (c \in \text{ConcreteClass}_1) \lor (c \in \text{ConcreteClass}_2) \)

These transformations present only a subset of the UML specification for UML class diagrams. In addition there are still more transformations e.g. for n-ary associations and association classes.

There are two approaches for the processing of OCL constraints in this context: On the one hand it is possible to transform (a subset of) OCL as well into relational logic and transform the OCL constraints into constraints within the relational model. On the other hand a hybrid approach can be used: A model
checking backend for relational logic such as KodKod [Tor09] creates several iterable instances. The OCL constraints are checked afterwards by another tool.

The transformation of OCL pre- and postcondition into relational logic requires the concept of linear time. Therefore the relational model is augmented by a unary relation Time with corresponding linear ordering constraints. Every relation of the non-temporal model has to be extended to incorporate a Time-value, e.g. an operation setValue(v: String) which is called on the object x₀ in time t₁ and replaces the old value v₀ of the attribute value with the new value v₁ could therefore be modeled by the following relations:

\[
\text{Time} = \{(t₀), (t₁), (t₂), \ldots\}, \quad \text{value} = \{(x₀, v₀, t₁), (x₀, v₁, t₂)\}
\]

There are two versions of this approach: Time Axis and Global State. Both are further described in [Jac12], e.g.:

In addition, it is necessary to model the concept of object creation and destruction. This is achieved by introducing a relation isAlive which represents the lifetime of an object. If and only if an element of the unary relation Time is related with this object, the object is alive at this point in time.

There are several transformations of OCL constraints into relational logic which have to bridge semantic discrepancies. Challenging yet feasible is e.g. the transformation of OCL expressions which operate on bags, such as \text{sum}(). This can be solved as follows: The elements of a collection \( E = \{e₀, e₁, \ldots\} \) must be combined with an ordered index set \( I = \{(i₁, i₂), (i₂, i₃), (i₃, i₄) \ldots\} \). The last column of the relation \( E \times I \times \text{Integer} \) is then constrained to contain the temporary sum while adding all the elements of \( E \) and iterating over the index set \( I \) with the defined sequence in \( I \). With this pattern the result of the \text{sum}() operation is then given as \text{Integer}-value of the last tuple of \( E \times I \times \text{Integer} \).

4 Conclusion

The potential field of application of UML model checking tools ranges from teaching of UML/OCL in software engineering classes to the incorporation of model checking techniques into everyday object-oriented software development.

We have developed two model checking tools based on the approach presented in this paper. The tools are available for download at the authors’ home pages. The current scope comprises the most frequent concepts of class diagrams (associations, attributes, inheritance) and the basic concepts of pre- and post-conditions. Alloy, KodKod and USE are used as model checking backends.

Further development will focus on symmetry filtering and on the more challenging transformations, e.g.: Arithmetic operations cannot be formulated efficiently in relational logic. This is the domain of CP-based tools. Some of the OCL aggregate functions are based on the concept of a bag, which directly contradicts the set-based concept of relations. The transformation of a simple bag therefore involves several relations. In OCL operations can be combined by, possibly recursive, method calls. This kind of nesting is not directly supported in Alloy.
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